Scarlet Red P T Michelle
As recognized, adventure as competently as experience more or less lesson, amusement, as well as
deal can be gotten by just checking out a books scarlet red p t michelle after that it is not directly
done, you could give a positive response even more around this life, roughly speaking the world.
We meet the expense of you this proper as well as easy pretension to get those all. We allow scarlet
red p t michelle and numerous books collections from fictions to scientific research in any way. in
the midst of them is this scarlet red p t michelle that can be your partner.

A Little History of the World - E. H. Gombrich
2014-10-01
E. H. Gombrich's Little History of the World,
though written in 1935, has become one of the
treasures of historical writing since its first
publication in English in 2005. The Yale edition
alone has now sold over half a million copies,
and the book is available worldwide in almost
thirty languages. Gombrich was of course the
scarlet-red-p-t-michelle

best-known art historian of his time, and his text
suggests illustrations on every page. This
illustrated edition of the Little History brings
together the pellucid humanity of his narrative
with the images that may well have been in his
mind's eye as he wrote the book. The two
hundred illustrations—most of them in full
color—are not simple embellishments, though
they are beautiful. They emerge from the text,
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enrich the author's intention, and deepen the
pleasure of reading this remarkable work. For
this edition the text is reset in a spacious format,
flowing around illustrations that range from
paintings to line drawings, emblems, motifs, and
symbols. The book incorporates freshly drawn
maps, a revised preface, and a new index.
Blending high-grade design, fine paper, and
classic binding, this is both a sumptuous gift
book and an enhanced edition of a timeless
account of human history.
Brightest Kind of Darkness - P. T. Michelle
2011-12-01
"Patrice Michelle writing as P.T. Michelle"-Cover.
Come Back to Me - Mila Gray 2015-12-08
In this heart-wrenching tale of love and loss, a
young Marine and his best friend’s sister plunge
into a forbidden love affair while he’s home on
leave. When a Marine Chaplain knocks on her
door, Jessa’s heart breaks—someone she loves is
dead. Killed in action, but is it Riley or Kit? Her
scarlet-red-p-t-michelle

brother or her boyfriend… Three months earlier,
Marine Kit Ryan finds himself back home on
leave and dangerously drawn to his best friend
Riley’s sister, Jessa—the one girl he can’t have.
Exhausted from fighting his feelings, Kit finally
gives in, and Jessa isn’t strong enough to resist
diving headfirst into a passionate relationship.
But what was just supposed to be a summer
romance develops into something far greater
than either of them expected. Jessa’s finally
found the man of her dreams and Kit’s finally
discovered there’s someone he’d sacrifice
everything for. When it’s time for Kit to
redeploy, neither one is ready to say goodbye.
Jessa vows to wait for him and Kit promises to
come home to her. No matter what. But as Jessa
stands waiting for the Marine Chaplain to break
her heart, she can’t help but feel that Kit has
broken his promise… Riley or Kit? Kit or Riley?
Her brother or her boyfriend? Who’s coming
home to her?
The Red Tent - Anita Diamant 1997-09-15
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In a story based on the Book of Genesis, Jacob's
only daughter, Dinah, shares her unique
perspective on the origins of many of our
modern religious practices and sexual politics,
eager to impart the lessons in endurance and
humanity she has learned from her father's
wives. 45,000 first printing.
Ellora's Cavemen - Jaid Black 2004
A special edition anthology of six sizzling stories
from Ellora's Cave's Mistresses of Romantica
(tm). Night Scream by Denise Agnew, Body
Chemistry by Tawny Taylor, Earthwork by Annie
Windsor, Ghost of a Chance by Shiloh Walker,
Past Running by Mlyn Hurn, and The Beckoned
by Jaid Black.
These Violent Delights - Chloe Gong
2020-11-17
An Instant New York Times Bestseller! A
BuzzFeed Best Young Adult Book of 2020 Perfect
for fans of The Last Magician and Serpent &
Dove, this heart-stopping debut is an imaginative
Romeo and Juliet retelling set in 1920s
scarlet-red-p-t-michelle

Shanghai, with rival gangs and a monster in the
depths of the Huangpu River. The year is 1926,
and Shanghai hums to the tune of debauchery. A
blood feud between two gangs runs the streets
red, leaving the city helpless in the grip of
chaos. At the heart of it all is eighteen-year-old
Juliette Cai, a former flapper who has returned
to assume her role as the proud heir of the
Scarlet Gang—a network of criminals far above
the law. Their only rivals in power are the White
Flowers, who have fought the Scarlets for
generations. And behind every move is their
heir, Roma Montagov, Juliette’s first love…and
first betrayal. But when gangsters on both sides
show signs of instability culminating in clawing
their own throats out, the people start to
whisper. Of a contagion, a madness. Of a
monster in the shadows. As the deaths stack up,
Juliette and Roma must set their guns—and
grudges—aside and work together, for if they
can’t stop this mayhem, then there will be no
city left for either to rule.
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Lucid - P.T. Michelle 1913-10-25
Once Nara combines her prophetic ability with
Ethan's power to outsmart Fate at his own
deadly cat-and-mouse game, she's more
determined than ever to help Ethan learn the
meaning behind the raven sword tattoo that
suddenly appeared on his back after their
confrontation with Fate. During her quest to
uncover the tattoo's secrets, Nara enlists the
help of some new friends and discovers her own
surprising connection to Ethan. While Nara digs
deeper into the mystery, her desire for answers
leads her down a dangerous path full of powerful
and ruthless enemies. Swept into an age-old
battle, Nara quickly learns that keeping one's
enemies close can be a necessary evil, making
an intangible enemy she can control far more
preferable to the human enemies she can't.
The Red Umbrella - Christina Diaz Gonzalez
2011-12-13
The Red Umbrella is a moving tale of a 14-yearold girl's journey from Cuba to America as part
scarlet-red-p-t-michelle

of Operation Pedro Pan—an organized exodus of
more than 14,000 unaccompanied children,
whose parents sent them away to escape Fidel
Castro's revolution. In 1961, two years after the
Communist revolution, Lucía Álvarez still leads a
carefree life, dreaming of parties and her first
crush. But when the soldiers come to her sleepy
Cuban town, everything begins to change.
Freedoms are stripped away. Neighbors
disappear. And soon, Lucía's parents make the
heart-wrenching decision to send her and her
little brother to the United States—on their own.
Suddenly plunked down in Nebraska with wellmeaning strangers, Lucía struggles to adapt to a
new country, a new language, a new way of life.
But what of her old life? Will she ever see her
home or her parents again? And if she does, will
she still be the same girl? The Red Umbrella is a
touching story of country, culture, family, and
the true meaning of home. “Captures the fervor,
uncertainty and fear of the times. . . .
Compelling.” –The Washington Post “Gonzalez
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deals effectively with separation, culture shock,
homesickness, uncertainty and identity as she
captures what is also a grand adventure.” –San
Francisco Chronicle
Rebecca of Sunnybrook Farm - Kate Douglas
Wiggin 2010-10-01
Whether you're a first-time reader of the novel
or someone returning to an old childhood
favorite, you'll love the optimism and charm that
Rebecca of Sunnybrook Farm epitomizes. Faced
with a seemingly insurmountable array of trials
and tribulations, the endlessly cheery title
character confronts them all -- and ultimately
triumphs -- with nothing more than a smile and
relentless good will. Introduce it to a special
child in your life, or re-read it whenever you
need an uplifting dose of perspective.
A Taste for Passion - Patrice Michelle 2003-08
Rana Sterling finally finds the man of her
dreams and Boy does he know how to push all
the right buttons. Only, Mr. Tall, Dark and TooGood-to-Be-True turns out to be just that; he's a
scarlet-red-p-t-michelle

real live, fanged vampire! Lucian Trevane has a
duty to fulfill. He's expected to take the role of
Vite, leader of the vampires in three days. But he
knows he won't take the position without his
wife by his side. Now, after seventy years of
searching for his reincarnated fiance, he finally
finds the woman of his dreams in Rana Sterling.
Rana may respond to his lovemaking, but she
refuses to become his vampire wife. As if their
lives aren't complicated enough, throw in a
vengeful vampire, a surprise twist, and the fact
Rana and Lucian can't deny the strong attraction
that exists between them and you've just
stepped into A Taste for Passion.
Reddest Black - P. T. Michelle 2017-10-22
While looking forward to a bright future with the
upcoming birth of their child, and navigating the
often humorous and overbearingly protective
aspects of approaching parenthood, Mister Black
and Little Red manage to strengthen their
passionate connection.
Cinder - Marissa Meyer 2013-01-08
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As plague ravages the overcrowded Earth,
observed by a ruthless lunar people, Cinder, a
gifted mechanic and cyborg, becomes involved
with handsome Prince Kai and must uncover
secrets about her past in order to protect the
world in this futuristic take onthe Cinderella
story.
Ruby Red - Linzi Glass 2008-03-06
In Ruby Winters' world, colour opens some doors
and slams others shut. Her opulent
Johannesburg neighbourhood is a far cry from
the streets of Soweto where anger and hatred
simmer under the surface. Ruby can�t resist the
blue-eyed Afrikaans boy who brings her the
exciting rush of first love, but whose presence
brings hushed whispers and disapproving
glances. She might not see race, colour or creed
� but it seems everybody else does . . . This
dazzling novel will entrance teenage and adult
readers alike.
Rebel Queen - Michelle Moran 2015-03-03
From the internationally bestselling author of
scarlet-red-p-t-michelle

Nefertiti and Cleopatra’s Daughter comes the
breathtaking story of Queen Lakshmi—India’s
Joan of Arc—who against all odds defied the
mighty British invasion to defend her beloved
kingdom. When the British Empire sets its sights
on India in the mid-nineteenth century, it
expects a quick and easy conquest. India is
fractured and divided into kingdoms, each
independent and wary of one another, seemingly
no match for the might of the English. But when
they arrive in the Kingdom of Jhansi, the British
army is met with a surprising challenge. Instead
of surrendering, Queen Lakshmi raises two
armies—one male and one female—and rides
into battle, determined to protect her country
and her people. Although her soldiers may not
appear at first to be formidable against superior
British weaponry and training, Lakshmi refuses
to back down from the empire determined to
take away the land she loves. Told from the
unexpected perspective of Sita—Queen
Lakshmi’s most favored companion and most
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trusted soldier in the all-female army—Rebel
Queen shines a light on a time and place rarely
explored in historical fiction. In the tradition of
her bestselling novel, Nefertiti, and through her
strong, independent heroines fighting to make
their way in a male dominated world, Michelle
Moran brings nineteenth-century India to rich,
vibrant life.
The Football Girl - Thatcher Heldring
2017-04-04
For every athlete or sports fanatic who knows
she's just as good as the guys. This is for fans of
The Running Dream by Wendelin Van Draanen,
Grace, Gold, and Glory by Gabrielle Douglass
and Breakaway: Beyond the Goal by Alex
Morgan. The summer before Caleb and Tessa
enter high school, friendship has blossomed into
a relationship . . . and their playful sports days
are coming to an end. Caleb is getting ready to
try out for the football team, and Tessa is
training for cross-country. But all their
structured plans derail in the final flag game
scarlet-red-p-t-michelle

when they lose. Tessa doesn’t want to end her
career as a loser. She really enjoys playing, and
if she’s being honest, she likes it even more than
running cross-country. So what if she decided to
play football instead? What would happen
between her and Caleb? Or between her two
best friends, who are counting on her to try out
for cross-country with them? And will her
parents be upset that she’s decided to take her
hobby to the next level? This summer Caleb and
Tessa figure out just what it means to be a
boyfriend, girlfriend, teammate, best friend, and
someone worth cheering for. “A great next
choice for readers who have enjoyed Catherine
Gilbert Murdock’s Dairy Queen and Miranda
Kenneally’s Catching Jordan.”—SLJ “Fast-paced
football action, realistic family drama, and sweet
romance…[will have] readers looking for girlpowered sports stories…find[ing] plenty to
like.”—Booklist “Tessa's ferocious
competitiveness is appealing.”—Kirkus Reviews
“[The Football Girl] serve[s] to illuminate the
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appropriately complicated emotions both of a
young romance and of pursuing a dream.
Heldring writes with insight and restraint.”—The
Horn Book
Scarlett Red - P. T. Michelle 2014-09-30
Mister Black swept in and out of my life like a
tornado, leaving me twisted up and forever
changed in his wake. And now that my life is
finally back on track, I need to move on, despite
the many reminders of our time together. But
our pasts are only as far away as the shadows
we hide behind, and sometimes those shadows
grow darker, converging on the present in the
most insidious way. He is Black: a stealthy
hunter and rainbow master. I am Red: a truth
seeker and desire keeper. Together we are
obsession. Passionate colors destined to be
drawn together. NOTE: SCARLETT RED is part 2
of the IN THE SHADOWS series. There are three
books in Talia and Sebastian's epic love story:
MISTER BLACK (part 1, novella), SCARLETT
RED, (part 2, novel) and BLACKEST RED (part 3,
scarlet-red-p-t-michelle

novel)
Do You Know Pippi Longstocking? - Astrid
Lindgren 2015-05-21
Do you know Pippi Longstocking? There's no one
quite like her! Her cheeky, dare-devil spirit is
much loved throughout the world, making her
one of the all-time greatest children's
characters.
A Taxonomy of Love - Rachael Allen
2018-01-09
A YA romance—with a sparkling commercial
voice and a dash of science—that explores a
relationship over six years The moment Spencer
meets Hope the summer before seventh grade,
it’s something at first sight. The pair become
fast friends, climbing trees and planning world
travels. After years of being outshone by his
older brother and teased because of his Tourette
syndrome, Spencer finally feels like he belongs.
But as Hope and Spencer get older and life gets
messier, the clear label of “friend” gets messier,
too. Through sibling feuds and family tragedies,
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new relationships and broken hearts, the two
grow together and apart, and Spencer, an
aspiring scientist, tries to map it all out using his
trusty system of taxonomy. He wants to identify
and classify their relationship, but in the end, he
finds that life doesn’t always fit into easy-tomanage boxes, and it’s this messy complexity
that makes life so rich and beautiful.
Love, Lucas - Chantele Sedgwick 2015-05-05
A 2015 Whitney Award Nominee! A powerful
story of loss, second chances, and first love,
reminiscent of Sarah Dessen and John Green.
When Oakley Nelson loses her older brother,
Lucas, to cancer, she thinks she’ll never recover.
Between her parents’ arguing and the battle
she’s fighting with depression, she feels nothing
inside but a hollow emptiness. When Mom
suggests they spend a few months in California
with Aunt Jo, Oakley isn’t sure a change of
scenery will alter anything, but she’s willing to
give it a try. In California, Oakley discovers a
sort of safety and freedom in Aunt Jo’s beach
scarlet-red-p-t-michelle

house. Once they’re settled, Mom hands her a
notebook full of letters addressed to her—from
Lucas. As Oakley reads one each day, she
realizes how much he loved her, and each letter
challenges her to be better and to continue to
enjoy her life. He wants her to move on. If only it
were that easy. But then a surfer named Carson
comes into her life, and Oakley is blindsided. He
makes her feel again. As she lets him in, she is
surprised by how much she cares for him, and
that’s when things get complicated. How can she
fall in love and be happy when Lucas never got
the chance to do those very same things? With
her brother’s dying words as guidance, Oakley
knows she must learn to listen and trust again.
But will she have to leave the past behind to find
happiness in the future? Sky Pony Press, with
our Good Books, Racehorse and Arcade imprints,
is proud to publish a broad range of books for
young readers—picture books for small children,
chapter books, books for middle grade readers,
and novels for young adults. Our list includes
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bestsellers for children who love to play
Minecraft; stories told with LEGO bricks; books
that teach lessons about tolerance, patience, and
the environment, and much more. While not
every title we publish becomes a New York
Times bestseller or a national bestseller, we are
committed to books on subjects that are
sometimes overlooked and to authors whose
work might not otherwise find a home.
A Taste for Revenge - Patrice Michelle 2004-07
A Taste for Revenge By Patrice Michelle
Revenge is a dish best served cold. No one
knows this better than Jacqueline (Jax) Markson.
Ever since she can remember, her father has
spoken of revenge-revenge against all vampires.
When his wife died after giving birth to Jax, John
Markson blamed the vampire who'd bitten his
pregnant wife for his loss and he dedicated his
life to ridding the world of all vampires. After
Jax's vampire-hunter father is viciously killed,
she takes up the reins where he left off. Her first
order of business: take out the vampire who
scarlet-red-p-t-michelle

killed her father. Ian (The Enforcer) Mordoor
has a job to do. Before he can take over the
Bruen vampire clan's leadership position, Ian
vows to hunt down Drace, the rogue vampire
who brutally killed a human vampire hunter
named John Markson. What Ian doesn't expect to
find during his quest is his vampire mate.
Steel Rush - P. T. Michelle 2016-03-25
"Cass has spent years trying to forget her past.
But the thing about pasts...they always come
back around, sometimes in the most unexpected
ways. When Celeste goes missing, Cass
discovers how intricately entangled her past and
present are with Celeste's, making it impossible
to walk away. In an effort to ignore his own
painful history, Calder challenges a corrupt,
underground organization, but his mission gets
sidelined when Cass's life becomes endangered.
The passion simmering between Calder and Cass
tempts them to share their darkest secrets, but
can their trust in each other help them unravel
the mystery surrounding Celeste? Can they
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eliminate the threat to Cass before the past
overshadows the present and destroys their
intense connection?"--Page 4 of cover.
Red River - Lalita Tademy 2007-01-01
From the author of the New York Times
bestseller Cane River comes the paperback
debut of an epic work of fiction that tells the
dramatic, intertwining story of two families and
their struggles to make a place for themselves in
a country deeply divided in the aftermath of the
Civil War.
Scary Monsters - Michelle de Kretser
2022-01-06
'Every page of her story feels charged, like an
open circuit waiting for its switch; a lurking
wallop. It's magnificent, peerless writing'
Guardian 'When my family emigrated it felt as if
we'd been stood on our heads.' Michelle de
Kretser's electrifying take on scary monsters
turns the novel upside down - just as migration
has upended her characters' lives. Lyle works for
a sinister government department in near-future
scarlet-red-p-t-michelle

Australia. An Asian migrant, he fears
repatriation and embraces 'Australian values'.
He's also preoccupied by his ambitious wife, his
wayward children and his strong-minded elderly
mother. Islam has been banned in the country,
the air is smoky from a Permanent Fire Zone,
and one pandemic has already run its course.
Lili's family migrated to Australia from Asia
when she was a teenager. Now, in the 1980s,
she's teaching in the south of France. She makes
friends, observes the treatment handed out to
North African immigrants and is creeped out by
her downstairs neighbour. All the while, Lili is
striving to be A Bold, Intelligent Woman like
Simone de Beauvoir. Three scary monsters racism, misogyny and ageism - roam through
this mesmerising novel. Its reversible format
enacts the disorientation that migrants
experience when changing countries changes
the story of their lives. With this suspenseful,
funny and profound book, Michelle de Kretser
has made something thrilling and new. 'Which
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comes first, the future or the past?'
Ribbons of Scarlet - Kate Quinn 2019-10-01
“The French Revolution comes alive through the
eyes of six diverse and complex women, in the
skilled hands of these amazing authors.”--Martha
Hall Kelly, New York Times bestselling author of
Lilac Girls A breathtaking, epic novel
illuminating the hopes, desires, and destinies of
princesses and peasants, harlots and wives,
fanatics and philosophers—seven unforgettable
women whose paths cross during one of the
most tumultuous and transformative events in
history: the French Revolution. Ribbons of
Scarlet is a timely story of the power of women
to start a revolution—and change the world. In
late eighteenth-century France, women do not
have a place in politics. But as the tide of
revolution rises, women from gilded salons to
the streets of Paris decide otherwise—upending
a world order that has long oppressed them.
Blue-blooded Sophie de Grouchy believes in
democracy, education, and equal rights for
scarlet-red-p-t-michelle

women, and marries the only man in Paris who
agrees. Emboldened to fight the injustices of
King Louis XVI, Sophie aims to prove that an
educated populace can govern itself--but one of
her students, fruit-seller Louise Audu, is
hungrier for bread and vengeance than learning.
When the Bastille falls and Louise leads a
women’s march to Versailles, the monarchy is
forced to bend, but not without a fight. The
king’s pious sister Princess Elisabeth takes a
stand to defend her brother, spirit her family to
safety, and restore the old order, even at the risk
of her head. But when fanatics use the
newspapers to twist the revolution’s ideals into a
new tyranny, even the women who toppled the
monarchy are threatened by the guillotine.
Putting her faith in the pen, brilliant political
wife Manon Roland tries to write a way out of
France’s blood-soaked Reign of Terror while
pike-bearing Pauline Leon and steely Charlotte
Corday embrace violence as the only way to save
the nation. With justice corrupted by revenge, all
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the women must make impossible choices to
survive--unless unlikely heroine and courtesan’s
daughter Emilie de Sainte-Amaranthe can sway
the man who controls France’s fate: the
fearsome Robespierre.
The Bookseller's Secret - Michelle Gable
2021-08-17
“The Bookseller's Secret is a delight from start
to finish, a literary feast any booklover will
savor!” —Kate Quinn, New York Times
bestselling author of The Rose Code
ARISTOCRAT, AUTHOR, BOOKSELLER, WWII
SPY—A THRILLING NOVEL ABOUT REAL-LIFE
LITERARY ICON NANCY MITFORD FROM THE
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING AUTHOR OF
A PARIS APARTMENT In 1942, London, Nancy
Mitford is worried about more than air raids and
German spies. Still recovering from a
devastating loss, the once sparkling Bright
Young Thing is estranged from her husband, her
allowance has been cut, and she’s given up her
writing career. On top of this, her five beautiful
scarlet-red-p-t-michelle

but infamous sisters continue making headlines
with their controversial politics. Eager for
distraction and desperate for income, Nancy
jumps at the chance to manage the Heywood Hill
bookshop while the owner is away at war.
Between the shop’s brisk business and the
literary salons she hosts for her eccentric
friends, Nancy’s life seems on the upswing. But
when a mysterious French officer insists that she
has a story to tell, Nancy must decide if picking
up the pen again and revealing all is worth the
price she might be forced to pay. Eighty years
later, Heywood Hill is abuzz with the hunt for a
lost wartime manuscript written by Nancy
Mitford. For one woman desperately in need of a
change, the search will reveal not only a new
side to Nancy, but an even more surprising link
between the past and present… *Don't miss The
Lipstick Bureau, Michelle Gable’s next novel. On
sale in December 2022 and available to preorder
now!
Unconventional Warfare (Special Forces,
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Book 1) - Chris Lynch 2018-11-27
Discover the secret missions behind America's
greatest conflicts. Danny Manion has been
fighting his entire life. Sometimes with his fists.
Sometimes with his words. But when his actions
finally land him in real trouble, he can't fight the
judge who offers him a choice: jail... or the army.
Turns out there's a perfect place for him in the
US military: the Studies and Observation Group
(SOG), an elite volunteer-only task force
comprised of US Air Force Commandos, Army
Green Berets, Navy SEALS, and even a CIA
agent or two. With the SOG's focus on covert
action and psychological warfare, Danny is
guaranteed an unusual tour of duty, and a
hugely dangerous one. Fortunately, the very
same qualities that got him in trouble at home
make him a natural-born commando in a secret
war. Even if almost nobody knows he's there.
National Book Award finalist Chris Lynch begins
a new, explosive fiction series based on the reallife, top-secret history of US black ops.
scarlet-red-p-t-michelle

Books by Horseback - Emma Carlson Berne
2021-05-04
"Capturing one librarian's breathtaking fictional
journey is a riveting way to showcase and honor
the risky work of these real librarians, and the
text communicates a deep reverence for their
mission-and their tremendous fortitude.
Illustrations depict a pale, red-haired librarian,
nearly always smiling despite the obstacles that
nature puts in her path. Light and shadow are
used effectively to convey Mother Earth's
shifting moods... Educational and inspiring." Kirkus Reviews Books By Horseback is a
breathtaking adventure of a heroic Pack Horse
Librarian who braves the harsh terrain of rural
Kentucky to bring books to children who need
them. Deep into Appalachia, during the Great
Depression food, education, and opportunities
were scarce. Kentucky had fallen behind its
neighboring states in electricity and highways,
and the folks who lived in the craggy,
mountainous region were struggling to survive.
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But courageous librarians were up to the
challenge! Edith, a young Pack Horse Librarian,
and her faithful horse Dan, adventure through
rough terrain and a pending storm in order to
deliver books to kids who desperately need them
in this richly illustrated tale. Edith, like all Pack
Horse Librarians, heroically risked their own
safety to serve the most vulnerable members of
their community. Librarians like Edith helped an
entire generation learn to read and gain
lifesaving knowledge in a critical time in history.
Nefertiti - Michelle Moran 2007-07-10
Fast-paced and historically accurate, Nefertiti is
the dramatic story of two unforgettable women
living through a remarkable period in history.
Nefertiti and her younger sister, Mutnodjmet,
have been raised in a powerful family that has
provided wives to the rulers of Egypt for
centuries. Ambitious, charismatic, and beautiful,
Nefertiti is destined to marry Amunhotep, an
unstable young pharaoh. It is hoped that her
strong personality will temper the young ruler’s
scarlet-red-p-t-michelle

heretical desire to forsake Egypt’s ancient gods.
From the moment of her arrival in Thebes,
Nefertiti is beloved by the people but fails to see
that powerful priests are plotting against her
husband’s rule. The only person brave enough to
warn the queen is her younger sister,
Mutnodjmet. Observant and contemplative,
Mutnodjmet has never shared her sister’s desire
for power. She yearns for a quiet existence away
from family duty and the intrigues of court. But
remaining loyal to Nefertiti will force
Mutnodjmet into a dangerous political game; one
that could cost her everything she holds dear.
Teeming with love, betrayal, political unrest,
plague, and religious conflict, Nefertiti brings
ancient Egypt to life in vivid detail.
“Meticulously researched and richly detailed . . .
an engrossing tribute to one of the most
powerful and alluring women in history.”
–Boston Globe
Fireweed - Jill Paton Walsh 2013-08-01
A re-issue of a forgotten favourite, FIREWEED is
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an evocative and unflinching story of wartime
survival for younger readers Bill is a fifteen-yearold runaway evacuee, and he's finding that
surviving on the streets of London is pretty easy,
thank you very much. He's fed by a local cafe
owner, he earns some cash as a barrow-boy in
Covent Garden, and sleeping in the
Underground air-raid shelters is cosy - if a bit
smelly. Things get more complicated for Bill with
the arrival of Julie. She's a runaway too, and
although she's a bit posh, she's just as
determined as Bill to stay free of interfering
parents and 'the social'. But although it's fun for
a while to duck Jerry missiles and camp out in
bombed-out houses, the reality of living through
the Blitz quickly begins to set in. Winter is
coming, and Bill and Julie will discover that
playing at being grown-ups can be a very
dangerous game.... First published in 1969, and
winner of the 1970's Book World Festival Award,
FIREWEED evokes a time of tin Spitfires,
powdered eggs, warm woollen mittens and
scarlet-red-p-t-michelle

reading by firelight. Perfect for readers young
and old, this book is a beautifully written classic,
full of adventure, heroism and British wartime
courage.
The Forty Rules of Love - Elif Shafak 2010-02-18
In this lyrical, exuberant tale, acclaimed Turkish
author Elif Shafak, author of The Island of
Missing Trees (a Reese's Book Club Pick),
incarnates Rumi's timeless message of love The
Forty Rules of Love unfolds two tantalizing
parallel narratives—one contemporary and the
other set in the thirteenth century, when Rumi
encountered his spiritual mentor, the whirling
dervish known as Shams of Tabriz—that
together explore the enduring power of Rumi's
work. Ella Rubenstein is forty years old and
unhappily married when she takes a job as a
reader for a literary agent. Her first assignment
is to read and report on Sweet Blasphemy, a
novel written by a man named Aziz Zahara. Ella
is mesmerized by his tale of Shams's search for
Rumi and the dervish's role in transforming the
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successful but unhappy cleric into a committed
mystic, passionate poet, and advocate of love.
She is also taken with Shams's lessons, or rules,
that offer insight into an ancient philosophy
based on the unity of all people and religions,
and the presence of love in each and every one
of us. As she reads on, she realizes that Rumi's
story mirrors her own and that Zahara—like
Shams—has come to set her free.
Gold Shimmer - P. T. Michelle 2015-08-10
I never thought that my plan to crash a masked
party to exact a bit of revenge would fall apart
so easily. It was a foolproof plan. The absolute
best scenario. Moon-and-stars-aligned worthy.
No one would suspect I was anyone other than
the wealthy, self-absorbed girl I pretended to be.
The one who would wreak havoc that night.Then
again, I also didn't plan on running into a wall of
sharp wit and steely determination named
Calder. The captivating Navy SEAL might've
called me by Celeste's name, but he refused to
let me hide my true self from him. His special
scarlet-red-p-t-michelle

brand of honest, seductive charm was impossible
to resist. He was confident and demanding...and
everything I wanted. But the deeper I fell, the
higher the stakes rose while playing a role. So I
held onto our intense connection for as long as I
could, knowing that he would never know me as
Cass.When an unexpected turn of events gives
me a second chance to see Calder again, of
course the opportunity comes with strings
attached. I had no idea how dangerously tangled
and deeply knotted those strings would become,
but for the one man who gave me the courage to
live my life for me again, I'd do just about
anything. Even become someone else.Note:
GOLD SHIMMER is the first book in the BLACK
SHADOWS duet, Cass and Calder's story. The
duet falls within the main IN THE SHADOWS
series. To read the other books in the IN THE
SHADOWS series, check out books 1-3: MISTER
BLACK, SCARLETT RED, and BLACKEST RED,
Talia and Sebastian's story.
Mister Black - P. T. Michelle 2014-06-10
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We all have someone who crossed our path and
fundamentally changed us. That one person who
blew through our lives, their presence forever
stamped on our psyche. They linger in our
thoughts, in our hearts, and in the decisions we
make. A soul crusher or a dream maker,
depending on the perspective. My person is
Mister Black. I didn't know him by that name
when I first met him. I didn't know him at all, but
the impression he left behind was just as
powerful as the name I call him today. He is
Black: a deadly enforcer and masterful seducer.
I am Red: a justice bleeder and willing
participant. Together we are passion. Colors
colliding through each other's lives. When our
secrets converge in a passionate encounter,
stepping out of the shadows just might be worth
the risk. NOTE: Mister Black is meant for
readers 18+ due to mature content. This is part
1 of a serial and is approximately 123 print
pages.
Blackest Red - P. T. Michelle 2015-03-07
scarlet-red-p-t-michelle

New York Times, USA Today, and International
Bestselling series No matter how hard I've tried
to let go of Mister Black, the memories of us
together torture me. They're an unforgettable
reminder of a life I can't have for many reasons.
Burying myself in work mostly keeps thoughts of
him to a screaming minimum, until he's thrust
into my life under circumstances beyond my
control. Despite my need for his protection, this
time I'm not sure if I'm strong enough to survive
with my heart intact. He is Black: a fierce
protector and irresistible charmer. I am Red: a
trouble magnet and rainbow weaver. Together
we ignite. Explosive colors merging at the
hottest melting point. NOTE: BLACKEST RED is
part 3 in Sebastian and Talia's story in the IN
THE SHADOWS series. Their story must be read
in the following order: MISTER BLACK (part 1),
SCARLETT RED (part 2), and BLACKEST RED
(part 3).
The Girl Who Wrote in Silk - Kelli Estes
2015-07-07
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A USA TODAY BESTSELLER! A historical novel
inspired by true events, Kelli Estes's brilliant
and atmospheric debut is a poignant tale of two
women determined to do the right thing and the
power of our own stories. The smallest items can
hold centuries of secrets... Inara Erickson is
exploring her deceased aunt's island estate
when she finds an elaborately stitched piece of
fabric hidden in the house. As she peels back
layer upon layer of the secrets it holds, Inara's
life becomes interwoven with that of Mei Lein, a
young Chinese girl mysteriously driven from her
home a century before. Through the stories Mei
Lein tells in silk, Inara uncovers a tragic truth
that will shake her family to its core—and force
her to make an impossible choice. A touching
and tender book for fans of Marie Benedict,
Susanna Kearsley, and Duncan Jepson.
The Secrets We Kept - Lara Prescott
2019-09-03
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • A thrilling
tale of secretaries turned spies, of love and duty,
scarlet-red-p-t-michelle

and of sacrifice—inspired by the true story of the
CIA plot to infiltrate the hearts and minds of
Soviet Russia, not with propaganda, but with the
greatest love story of the twentieth century:
Doctor Zhivago • A HELLO SUNSHINE x REESE
WITHERSPOON BOOK CLUB PICK At the height
of the Cold War, Irina, a young RussianAmerican secretary, is plucked from the CIA
typing pool and given the assignment of a
lifetime. Her mission: to help smuggle Doctor
Zhivago into the USSR, where it is banned, and
enable Boris Pasternak’s magnum opus to make
its way into print around the world. Mentoring
Irina is the glamorous Sally Forrester: a
seasoned spy who has honed her gift for deceit,
using her magnetism and charm to pry secrets
out of powerful men. Under Sally’s tutelage,
Irina learns how to invisibly ferry classified
documents—and discovers deeply buried truths
about herself. The Secrets We Kept combines a
legendary literary love story—the decades-long
affair between Pasternak and his mistress and
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muse, Olga Ivinskaya, who inspired Zhivago’s
heroine, Lara—with a narrative about two
women empowered to lead lives of extraordinary
intrigue and risk. Told with soaring emotional
intensity and captivating historical detail, this is
an unforgettable debut: a celebration of the
powerful belief that a work of art can change the
world.
Who Is Derek Jeter? - Gail Herman 2015-08-18
When Derek Jeter was eight years old, he
announced that he was going to play baseball for
the New York Yankees. Jeter earned the
attention of major league scouts in high school
and was drafted to the New York Yankees in
1992. Named Rookie of the Year, he helped the
Yankees win the World Series five times, and
became team captain in 2003. With his good
looks, easygoing personality, and sense of
humor, Derek has always been a fan favorite.
Retiring from baseball in 2014, Derek Jeter
leaves behind a legacy.
Choker - Elizabeth Woods 2011-01-04
scarlet-red-p-t-michelle

What are best friends for? Murder, maybe. Zoe
and Cara were as close as friends could
be—until Zoe moved away in fourth grade.
Miserable without Zoe, Cara grew into an
unhappy sixteen-year-old, tormented by the
popular girls and nursing a hopeless crush. Then
one day Cara returns home from a miserable day
at school to find Zoe sitting on her bed. Shocked
and delighted, Cara agrees to hide Zoe from
troubles at home and the two resume their
friendship as though no time has passed. Zoe
even helps Cara get up the courage to stand up
for herself and talk to her crush. But when one
of the popular girls winds up dead, Cara begins
to suspect that Zoe is responsible, and her
questions only feed Zoe’s anger. As Cara
searches for answers, she is forced to confront a
deadly truth….
Blood Rose - P. T. Michelle 2018-07-16
Calder Blake lost everything: his mother, his
father, his very identity. Until Cass, he didn't
believe he deserved to be a Blake, where family
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and loyalty always come first.But what if Cass
can't give Calder what he needs to move on from
his broken past?Or worse, what if someone's
determined that Cass will never get a chance to
become a Blake?Dear Readers: BLOOD ROSE
will be a stand alone story, but if you haven't
read how Cass and Calder's love story first
started, you can do so through GOLD SHIMMER
and STEEL RUSH. Not only do you get to take
the journey with Cass and Calder, but you'll also
get to visit with Sebastian and Talia, since they
play key roles in Cass and Calder's story. :)
Scarlet (The Lunar Chronicles Book 2) - Marissa
Meyer 2013-02-07
The second book in The Lunar Chronicles series
by Marissa Meyer. This is not the fairytale you
remember. But it's one you won't forget.
SCARLET BENOIT'S grandmother is missing.
The police have closed her case. The only person
Scarlet can turn to is Wolf, a street fighter she
does not trust, but they are drawn to each other.
Meanwhile, in New Beijing, Cinder will become
scarlet-red-p-t-michelle

the Commonwealth's most wanted fugitive when she breaks out of prison to stay one step
ahead of vicious Queen Levana. As Scarlet and
Wolf expose one mystery, they encounter Cinder
and a new one unravels. Together they must
challenge the evil queen, who will stop at
nothing to make Prince Kai her husband, her
king, her prisoner . . . ***Red Riding Hoodmeets-Percy Jackson in a thrilling new spin on
Grimm by Marissa Meyer, the author of
Cinder.***
9 Days and 9 Nights - Katie Cotugno
2018-05-01
In this sequel to the New York Times bestseller
99 Days, perfect for fans of Jenny Han and
Morgan Matson, Molly Barlow finds herself in
Europe on her summer vacation, desperately
trying to forget everything that happened a year
ago. But over the course of nine days and nine
nights, her whole life will be turned upside down
once more. . . . Molly Barlow isn’t that girl
anymore. A business major at her college in
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Boston, she’s reinvented herself after everything
that went down a year ago… After all the people
she hurt and the family she tore apart. Slowly,
life is getting back to normal. Molly has just said
I love you to her new boyfriend, Ian, and they
are off on a romantic European vacation
together, starting with scenic London. But there
on a tube platform, the past catches up to her in
the form of Gabe, her ex, traveling on his own
parallel vacation with new girlfriend Sadie. After
comparing itineraries, Ian ends up extending an
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invite for Gabe and Sadie to join them on the
next leg of their trip, to Ireland. And Molly and
Gabe can’t bring themselves to tell the truth
about who they once were to each other to their
new significant others. Now Molly has to spend
9 days and 9 nights with the boy she once loved,
the boy whose heart she shredded, without Ian
knowing. Will she make it through as new and
improved Molly, or will everything that
happened between her and Gabe come rushing
back?
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